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Using Soccer to Inspire and Empower
Message from the President
Dear Street Soccer
supporters.
After some of our winter
experiences, it is a very
pleasant change to play
soccer in the sunshine.
Today was one of the
hottest days of the year,
and our Thursday
practices were well attended. Dom ran the
morning session with around 20 VSSL
players. This was the first time that I have
attended this session and I now know why
the players rave about Dom’s practices.
Bruce Jeffery was in from Port Alberni, and
was joined by some of our senior players,
including Debbie, Dustin, Ricky and
Dennis. The session was being filmed as
part of a Whitecaps’ promotional video,
featuring one of our Covenant House
players – I will keep you posted about when
we will get a chance to see ourselves.

Thank you to Our Friends at
Temple Sholom
Over the past two years, Temple Sholom, has
become a dedicated supporter and friend of the
Vancouver Street Soccer League. Every
month, the Congregation's energetic youth
group comes out to practice and play with the
VSSL followed by a delicious lunch they
provide. Teens and parents from Temple
Sholom have become familiar faces at VSSL
practices that we look forward to seeing them
on the pitch.

As an update to our January 20, 2015
facilitated planning session, we have
identified the top 10 issues as ranked by
our members. Your Board has already
integrated many of these issues into our
planning process. For example, a key issue
was to ensure that the trip to Alert Bay is
always a part of our annual program. We
are pleased to report that plans are almost
complete for the Alert Bay trip this year our contingent will be leaving on June 18th.
Thanks to Dom, Sarah, Kurt, Dennis, Ricky
and others for their hard work. Other
issues from the planning session will be
monitored and the Board will report back
through the year.

This year, Temple Sholom helped to prepare
and serve food for the VSSL annual Holiday
Haul party and spent hours wrapping gifts for
the players. They will also be making food for
our players and volunteers to take to June
Sports this summer.

Chantal has done an admirable job in
preparing our application for Charitable
Status, and we will soon be making a
submission. This is an important step as
we grow the organization and develop a
sustainable funding model. With charitable
status, it should be easier to bring
sponsors on-side and also to reach out to
the general public. On a related matter,
Arun and Sarah and a few other volunteers
are putting our financial management on a
sound footing – now that we have a varied
program, multiple sponsors, and an
increasing number of transactions, we are
introducing more advanced accounting
practices and reporting.

Pozin adds that there are many mental and
physical benefits to playing soccer and that it
allows youth to learn the value in helping
others. “Temple Sholom is proud to help
support Street Soccer and more importantly,
we are thankful for the opportunities and
community connections Street Soccer has
provided our parents and our teens,” she says.

One of our goals has been to involve
players in the management and operation of
VSSL. I have already reported on how
senior players have established practice
sessions that have become a key
component in what is a very active weekly
soccer program. Players have also been
serving effectively on our Board – including

Interested in supporting the VSSL? Donate on
our website or get in touch with us about
volunteering with our organization.

Lisa Pozin, the leader of the youth group,
explains that Temple Sholom supports the
VSSL for many reasons. “The Vancouver
Street Soccer League is an amazing
organization that encourages teens and adults
of all abilities and skill levels to get outside and
be active,” she says. “It is a such a positive
and supportive environment that allows us to
develop relationships and make a difference in
the lives of many people.”

Chantal Norrgard, VSSL Board member, says
“Temple Sholom's contributions are notable
and they are positive force in our community.
Their help has made a tremendous difference
in our organization and in the lives of our
players.”
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Erin, Dennis, Stevie, Jonny, Bruce and
Rose-Marie. I was particularly delighted
when ten player members attended and
participated in our May Board meeting.
Look for a summary of Board meeting
decisions on Facebook.
The VSSL has a full program for the
summer. We are looking forward to our trip
to Alert Bay, several events around the
Womens’ World Cup, and a Southsiders’
tournament, all in June, followed by the
Hamilton PanAm games in July. We can
also expect more involvement with the
Whitecaps to follow up on their amazing
visit to our Thursday practice on April 9th.
Congratulations to Patrick for setting a
personal best in the BMO Vancouver
Marathon!
Thanks to all players, coaches, volunteers
and sponsors for your hard work on behalf
of the VSSL.
Steve McMinn
President
Vancouver Street Soccer League

Make This Summer the Vancouver Street Soccer League's Best Ever
Summer is the busiest time of year for the Vancouver Street Soccer League,
and this year will be no exception. As the weather begins to turn warmer and
sunnier, we have moved our practices to the Andy Livingstone field in the heart
of the city, and we've seen growing numbers of players attending practices.
We are gearing up for a number of games and tournaments, including the LUSH
soccer game, June Sports, Vancouver Fan Zone Events for the Women's World
Cup and the Southsiders Tournament. You can learn more about these events
on our website.
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As you might imagine, VSSL players and coach look forward to summer events
all year long and they practice with diligence and determination so that they can
do their best in summer games and tournaments. “Summer is the best time,
because it's when we demonstrate the skills we've worked hard at developing
the rest of the year,” says VSSL player Dimitri Pelosof.
All of these summer events take the hard work and dedication of players and
volunteers and take months and preparation. They also depend on the support of
donors. “Summer is the most exciting time of year for the VSSL. With the good
weather, all manner of opportunities arrive in the form of trips, tournaments and
special matches - our players love it,” explains VSSL volunteer coach Matt
Owen. “Unfortunately, in years gone by, we've had to pick and choose, turning
certain things down due to lack of funds.”
We are happy to announce that we have already received generous donations
from the White Caps FC, the Vancity Credit Union, the Southsiders and several
individual donors - we thank them for their tremendous support. However, we
still have a way to go towards our goal of $20,000 to pay for the expenses to put
on these events and to provide our players with basic needs, such as food and
equipment.
You can help make this the VSSL's best summer ever by donating here. By
supporting the VSSL, you would be rewarding the hard work and dedication of
our players with valuable experiences that not only help to empower them on the
pitch, but also in everyday life.
As Owen says, “Speaking as a coach, to be able to give this year's players the
best experience possible - new jerseys, equipment for those that need it, decent
campsite food and memories that will last them a life time - would be truly
wonderful."

A Heartfelt Thank You to UBC
Medicine
As the academic year draws to a close,
and the UBC Medical Students enter a
crazy exam period, the VSSL would like
to extend our deepest thanks to those
students who have volunteered and
worked with the league over the last year.
Hira Gill, Naomi Kasteel, Krista Dewar,
Taren Roughead, Kimberly Hamilton and
everyone else - thank you so very much.
The Sunday games have been
consistently fantastic, and the weekly
women's practice is something we're
excited to build upon in the future. Thank
you, UBC Med - see you in September!

Get Involved
We are always looking for new volunteers to
help with coaching and other VSSL
activities.
If you want to get involved, email us here.
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vanstreetsoccer@gmail.com
www.vancouverstreetsoccer.com
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